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Programming from the Ground Up uses Linux assembly language to teach new programmers
the most important concepts in programming. It takes you a step at a time through these
concepts: * How the processor views memory * How the processor operates * How programs
interact with the operating system * How computers represent data internally * How to do low-
level and high-level optimizationMost beginning-level programming books attempt to shield the
reader from how their computer really works. Programming from the Ground Up starts by
teaching how the computer works under the hood, so that the programmer will have a sufficient
background to be successful in all areas of programming.This book has been used by
universities as diverse as Princeton and DeVry.

I highly recommend working through this book even if you'll never program assembly again...
you'll be a vastly better programmer. -- Joel Spolsky, JoelOnSoftware.comFrom the PublisherWe
were excited to publish this book for several reasons. First of all, very few books on assembly
language deal with the Linux platform. In fact, most of the ones in use today are either stuck
teaching MS-DOS 16-bit assembly language or teaching the MIPS architecture assembly
language. Neither of these is particularly useful in modern programming, and 16-bit x86
assembly language is a complete nightmare for new programmers.This book fills a real need
right now. It is the only book available that (a) is readable by new programmers, (b) focuses on
the cleaner 32-bit assembly language, (c) targets the Linux platform, and (d) uses the tools that
are available standard on Linux distributions. The other Linux assembly language books require
downloading and installing third-party assemblers, while this book uses the one that comes with
the gcc tool chain.This book also fills a need in the industry. Right now there are numerous
programmers who either never got a formal education or went to a school that did not require
assembly language programming. When you don't understand assembly language, you miss out
on learning how the computer thinks and acts underneath the hood. This book has helped
numerous programmers come back and learn assembly language and really understand how
the computer works. If assembly language has been a "black magic" subject for you, this book
will help you out.From the AuthorThe difference between mediocre and star programmers is that
star programmers understand assembly language, whether or not they use it on a daily basis.
Programming from the Ground Up gives programmers the edge they need to be
successful.From the Inside FlapAssembly language is the language of the computer itself. To be
a programmer without ever learning assembly language is like being a professional race car
driver without understanding how your carburetor works. To be a truly successful programmer,
you have to understand exactly what the computer sees when it is running a program. Nothing
short of learning assembly language will do that for you. Assembly language is often seen as a



black art among today's programmers - with those knowing this art being more productive, more
knowledgeable, and better paid, even if they primarily work in other languages.Programming
from the Ground Up uses Linux assembly language to take you a step at a time through these
concepts:* How the processor views memory* How the processor operates* How programs
interact with the operating system* How computers represent data internally* How to do low-
level and high-level optimizationProgramming from the Ground Up includes access to online
updates and a mailing list for readers of the book to discuss it with each other and the
author.According to Joel Spolsky from JoelOnSoftware.com:"Trying to be a programmer without
understanding how a CPU works is like trying to practice medicine without learning anatomy.
Sure, you can have limited success curing patients with medical advice gleaned from Google,
but on the whole you're going to be a pretty bad doctor. For those who missed out on learning
assembly language, I highly recommend working through this book, even if you'll never program
in assembly again. I promise that all kinds of lights will go on in your head and you'll be a vastly
better programmer."Programming from the Ground Up is being used by Princeton University in
their COS 217 course, "Introduction to Programming Systems".About the AuthorJonathan
Bartlett is the Chief Nerd in Charge at New Medio, where he architects custom software
solutions for a variety of companies. Previously he has worked for EDS in their midrange
department, and as the Manager of Internet Systems Development for Wolfram
Research.Jonathan has written a variety of books on programming, engineering, philosophy,
and politics. He also teaches a variety of homeschool co-op classes in computers, science,
philosophy, and mathematics - sometimes all in the same class.Read more
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Jonathan Bartlett, “There is a New Book Covering 64-bit. This is the author. I wanted to let
everyone know that I have a new book out that covers x86-64 (64-bit) assembly language, called
"Learn to Program with Assembly" by me (Jonathan Bartlett). It is completely rewritten, but
maintains largely the same style. It removes outdated information and includes additional topics
such as how object-oriented programs, exception handling, and garbage collection are handled
at the assembly language level. The appendix even includes all the code for a functioning
garbage collector. There is also information about floating-point handling.All the topics from the
old book are there, but "Learn to Program Using Assembly" one is more up-to-date and goes
further. I think you will enjoy it! Note, however, that 32-bit Linux and 64-bit Linux have very
different calling conventions. So, if you *need* to know more about 32-bit calling conventions,
"Programming from the Ground Up" is a better choice. But most computers these days are 64-
bit.Additionally, I also made a Docker image for both of these books. This makes them usable
even if you are on an Apple Silicon Mac! Docker can run x86 images through emulation, so
running these images on Docker will enable you to use these books even on a Mac.Docker
Image for "Programming from the Ground Up": johnnyb61820/linux-x86-assemblyDocker Image
for "Learn to Program with Assembly": johnnyb61820/linux-assembly”

Christa Bartlett, “Buy the "Bartlett Publishing" Version. NOTE - I encourage you to buy the official
version of the book. The GFDL allows others to create their own versions of the book, but if you
want to purchase the official one from the author, it is the one by "Bartlett Publishing", not
"Createspace". The real one has a purplish-blue background on the cover. Amazon has linked
these together, and so this comment will probably appear on both. Look for the publisher
(Bartlett Publishing) if you want the author to benefit from your purchase.”

John Gallagher, “Good book. Do you wonder what the stack vs heap is on a fundamental level?
What is a pointer? How do cpu/assembly instructions build into python functions...this book is
for you if you are curious about he answers to these questions.”

Shakyra, “Absolutely AMAZING book for learning Assembly. Absolutely AMAZING book for
learning Assembly, one of the best I have read. If you intend to program with languages like C/C+
+, or Objective-C, this book will be very helpful to understanding what's going on (especially
Xcode crash reports for your apps). If you are intending to use higher level languages, this book
will go over your head and it contains lots of stuff you won't ever use.”

Joshua Yohe, “Four Stars. Well written but doesn't work on 64 bit operating system.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Boa introdução à AT&T syntax x86 linux assembly
language.”



J Raker, “Was gift. Did not receive any complaints from receiver .... Programming from the
Ground Up

  
  
    Was gift. Did not receive any complaints from receiver of this gift.”

Rafael Cepeda, “Great book to the introduction of low-level programming in assembly. Great
book to the introduction of low-level programming in assembly. What a fantastic introduction to
memory addressing and memory allocators too.”

Vincent C., “Essential Book to Start From. I really like the structure of the book having questions
and further reading sections after every chapter to solidify the reader's understanding. Although
a bit dated by our modern standards, It still provides a good ground to work from when building
your programming knowledge and encourages you to continue learning on your own.The one
down side is that there are numerous silly typos & misspelled words in the book I received which
in my opinion is unacceptable for a book for sale that was edited and reviewed for printing by
numerous people.”

The book by Jonathan Bartlett has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 38 people have provided feedback.
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